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Uniform is defined as clothing worn by members of the same organization or body. In determining proof of identity, uniforms are also used by a distinct members of a group. People generally wearing uniforms are those who serve in armed forces, police, health services, schools and workplaces. Wearing uniform in such organization denotes oneness and harmony.

In educational institution, it is very important to have a sense of commonality which develops among members. Wearing uniform is a means of recognition. Teachers can be easily recognized by the way they properly dressed. They can stand out of the crowd with a complete dress code.

Teachers wearing uniforms receive full respect coming from their pupils. They can stand in front of them with high dignity and confidence. Since uniform signifies oneness, teachers could also show their loyalty to their schools. Wearing school uniform creates and increase the feeling of sense of belongingness and make the students love the school more. Students would feel closer to them and would be willing to talk to them or play with them and that would enhance the teacher-student relationship which would create a goof learning environment.

Moreover, having a uniform for teachers would make them look professional. If teachers will dress casually, it is hard for them to have authority in school. Some students might not respect them and more likely not listen to them. But doing so, they might have earned their pupils’ adoration and become their role model in terms of physical outlook.

Teachers' uniform is indeed very significant.
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